Steampunk Vision

NEW! Night Sky

where magic
meets machine

Waiting for a train, steamship, airship—this fairy
needs to go further than even her technologyenhanced wings can take her. Steampunk fairy,
wings melded with machinery, sits impatiently
atop her suitcases; her fine fairy attire—short
green dress, net stockings and gloves—may
be shocking for the Victorian age, but this
fairy has more important things on her
mind. Finely-detailed figure in
hand-painted resin, 9" high.
Gift wrap and rush delivery
not available.  
D21053 Steampunk       
               Fairy $72

NEW! Keeping up

Appearances

You like to present a ladylike
appearance, while secretly knowing
that you are prepared at any time
to climb a scaffold, leap on a
horse or fight off a werewolf.
Blouse features the
requisite fusses and
fancies—asymmetrical
crocheted-lace collar,
knotwork-and-stripe
applique-trim bodice,
sleeves and hem—but
in a heavy-weight,
super-stretchy
stonewashed knit.
With side-seam
pockets, of course.
Approx. 27" long.
Made in Peru.
100% cotton.
Machine wash
separately, line
dry. Sizes S-XL.
A60349  Lady
Adventurer
Top $98
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actual size

Slip away from the chatter of the ballroom to the moonlit
balcony, where you can quietly gaze at the night sky. The
quiet, reliable stars will soothe your heart. The harmony of the
night sky inspires this jewelry, a luminous freshwater pearl
surrounded by a circle of sparking marcasite,
topped with a trinity knot. Sterling silver;
pendant on 18" chain. Made in Ireland.
J10323  Pearl and Marcasite Earrings $80
J20902  Pearl and Marcasite Pendant $72

actual size

ready for take-off!
dancing in the dark

Beneath the dark canopy of night—ah,
what romance may ensue? Black beads
and crystals lead to a single wine-red
rose, rich with promise. Handmade roses
with seed beads, bronze-tone chain and
black crystals. Necklace is 18" long.
Handmade in USA.
J10349 D
 ark Rose Beaded Earrings $40
J20515 Dark Rose Beaded Necklace $50

Goggles? Check! Boots? Check! Thirst for
adventure? Check!! Thanks to steam-tech
jetpacks, these owls are ready to fly faster
than any bird has flown before. Steampunk
owls stand atop giant cogs with gear
insets. Bronze-finished resin with brass
and copper tints.
D20031 Steampunk Owl with 		
Jetpack, 6" tall. $36
NEW! D21121 Small Steampunk
Owl, 3 ¾" tall $25

NEW! Silver Fountain

Ornate waves of silver, like spray from
a fountain, swirl on this opulent ring,
centered on a radiant freshwater pearl.
Sterling silver; sizes 5-11.
J70069  Pearl-center Ring $60

Front view
Playful Purple

Earthy
Green

be prepared

Head out on adventures with this belt pack to carry necessities
and collect small treasures. Made of durable canvas, featuring
three outer pockets with snap covers and interior zips,
concealed long zippered pocket on body side. Quick-release
squeeze buckle adjusts from 36"-46". The earthy-green tone,
spiral pattern, and asymmetrical lines give this pack funky
fashion as well as function! Also in Playful Purple.
B40096 Spiral Belt Pack $36
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Buttoned Up

At first glance no-nonsense
and buttoned-up, this
coat gradually reveals a
sentimental heart. Trim
boiled wool, exceptionally
warm, is also comfortably
soft. Pewter-tone
buttons, with design
of a leaping stag, are
decorative; coat zips
closed. Satin lining
shines with silver
paisley. Imported.
Approx. 31" long.
100% wool; dry
clean. Sizes S-XXL.
In Olive or Black.
A40088  Boiled
Wool Coat $179
Olive

powered by
steam

actual size

NEW!

EXCLUSIVE! What to wear
to address the Society
of Inventors, or for your
next airship excursion?
Steampunk-inspired
engineer-striped skirt hints
at a past that never was.
Front can be shirred with
the tabs and buttons to
reveal black underskirt,
or left demurely down.
Tiers in the back give the
suggestion of a bustle
without bulk. 7" yoke
with smocked back
can be worn as a high
waistband or at the
hips; 28" long below
waistband. Cotton;
handwash. Made
in Nepal, fair trade.
Sizes S-XL, 2X, 3X.
A50163 Striped
Steampunk
Skirt $55

Black

NEW! Time Travel

The passage of time moves at a regular pace—passing years marked as
leaves fall or flowers bloom. With a good time machine, however, one can
travel faster in time, or backward. Travel at your chosen pace in these
fanciful ankle boots. Embossed pattern of leaves and flowers is accented
with rainbow-stitched straps and looping buckles, pewter-colored
metallic leather at heel, and black toe. Flannel lined with padded insole
for maximum comfort. Zipper closure. 2" stacked heel, rubber outsole.
European (U.S.) sizes 35 (4½-5), 36 (5½-6), 37 (6½-7), 38 (7½-8), 39 (8½), 40
(9), 41 (9½-10), 42 (10½ -11).
B70019  Oakleaf Buckle Boot $150
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